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OPTIC VERVE
Spirals and swirls of rich color embellish French
glassware designers Laurence Brabant and Alain Ville
change’s Helix collection of tumblers and carafes, each
blown and shaped by hand from borosilicate glass.
Clockwise from top left: Carafe H in Lapis, 9.5• h., $540;
Carafe I in Blue, 9• h., $520; Tumbler A in Black, 4• h., $190;
Tumbler CC in Blue, 5• h., $165; Tumbler A2 in Lapis, 4• h.,
$190; Tumbler BB in Grey, 4• h., $140; other colors
available. laurencebrabant.com
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1 / SHELL GAME
The dramatic Lapa light fixture by New
York–based designer David Weeks is com
posed of hand-formed aluminum shades,
each of which rotates 320 degrees to redirect
light, clustered around a steel frame in
a brass finish. Ivory Satin, shown, is one
of three powder-coated colors.
21• dia. x 32• h., $22,000. davidweeksstudio.com
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2 / CARNIVAL COLORS
DaTerra drew upon the energy and vivid
palette of Brazil’s most vivacious city for its
Sugary Rio collection of hand-painted stone
ware, including, clockwise from left, a pasta
bowl, salad bowl, platter, mug, and side plate.
Salad bowl and platter, $59 each; all other
pieces, $27 each. daterrawithlove.pt
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4 / IN FULL BLOOM
For its Native Classics line of linen cushion
covers, Utopia Goods looked to the flowering
plants of the Australian bush. The collection
includes Waratah Heritage, left, and
Banksia, rendered in richly saturated hues.
20• sq., $115 each. utopiagoods.com
5 / SLEEP STUDY
Hong Kong–based designers Vincent Lim and
Elaine Lu playfully contrast soft and hard in
their Mass daybed. Cushions in sherbet col
ors top a stainless steel base in a brass finish.
71• l. x 24• w. x 16• h., $2,700; custom sizes and
colors available. limandlu.com
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3 / GRAPHIC APPEAL
India’s love of bone inlay inspired the Vanilla
Noir collection by Matteo Cibic for Scarlet
Splendour, a Calcutta-based company that
uses updated materials to carry on the tradi
tional technique. The Sheik, a wooden con
sole cabinet, is inlaid with resin by hand.
47• w. x 20• d. x 36• h., $8,000.
scarletsplendour.com
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1 / A MATTER OF TIME
The hourglass-shaped Clessidra table lamps
by Contardi emit a fluorescent glow from a
white glass top, while a vintage-style LED
illuminates its semiopaque glass bottom.
Kronos, left, and Kayros are each available
in chrome, left, and bronze finishes.
Kronos: 11.5• dia. x 16• h., $1,890; Kayros:
9.5• dia. x 23• h., $1,990. designlush.com
2 / UNDER THE BIG TOP
The festive Circus table by French design
team Colonel features a melamine top on
a base of lacquered metal. Shown in Blue,
the top also comes in Coral and Black.
27.5• dia. x 14• h., $383. moncolonel.fr
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3 / ANGLE OF REPOSE
The Joinery lounge chair and ottoman by
Billy Cotton take Bauhaus style to a new
level of luxury. Shown in Walnut with Brass
and upholstered in a Holland & Sherry
linen, each piece can be ordered in a variety
of woods and metals and covered c.o.m.
Chair: 26• w. x 30• d. x 25• h., $9,000; ottoman:
28.5• w. x 16• d. x 15• h., $4,000. billycotton.com
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4 / RIDE THE WAVE
Modeled after a design by French Art Deco
master Jean-Michel Frank, the Small Wave
Moderne mirror by Carvers’ Guild is made
of hand-cast resin and comes in a range
of painted colors and metallic finishes.
29• w. x 37• h., $1,300; custom sizes available.
thegildedmirror.com
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5 / ON THE GRID
Designers Chelsea and James Minola of
Grain combined four colors to create the
optically intriguing El Prado rug, hand
woven from wool and cotton in Guatemala.
6• x 10•, $850; 4• x 6• also available.
graindesign.com
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